Smallbore Rifle Range Rules

.22 caliber rimfire or smaller rifles are allowed on this range.

1. Treat all firearms as if they are loaded at all times.
2. Keep your finger off the trigger until sights are on target.
3. Always keep the muzzle pointed in a safe direction.
4. Know your target and what is beyond the target.

- Red range flag must be raise before commencement and during any shooting on the range.
- ALL SHOOTERS must fire from under the shade structure at designated firing line.
- All shooters and spectators MUST wear eye and ear protection.
- Shoot only between the berms with targets placed at the lowest point.
- Work with other shooters. Whenever the line is called safe or cold and shooters are down range ALL firearms MUST be removed from the firing line and made safe. At NO TIME should any shooter handle, work on, or otherwise touch their respective firearms while people are present down range.
- Clean up and remove all trash including target materials and casings, dispose of properly. NO DUMPING.
- Targets that shatter (glass, ceramic, electronics, etc.) or that cause ricochets are prohibited.
- No Tannerite or other explosive agents.
- Alcohol and controlled substances ARE NOT PERMITTED.
- No shooter under 18 may use the range facilities without adult supervision.